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ABSTRACT : It is well known that when the magnetic focusing field at the input of an electron 
linac increases the output accelerated current does not increase regularly, Such a behaviour is shown 
to be connected with rotations, in the output plane of the linac, of the center of charges of the beam. 
These rotations have been displayed experimentally by means of a beam position monitoring system 
and related to the transverse momentum transferred to the beam by the spurious TM mode existing in 
the mode converter which changes at the input of the Saclay linac, the TE mode rom the rectangular fll 
waveguide into a TM 01 

01 
mode on the accelerator circular waveguide. 

INTRODUCTION 

It i s a well known phenomenon that, 
for an electron linac, the proper choice of the 
axial magnetic focussing field, does not follow 
a simple law. More precisely, experimental re- 
sults (1,2) have shown that the actual accelera- 
ted electron beam intensity does not increase re- 
gularly with an increasing focalising magnetic 
field. Several minima and maxima of accelerated 
electron beam current can easily be detected for 
an increasing focalising field. AS far as the li- 
nac of 1 GEV at ORSAY is concerned, a theoreti- 
cal explication of this phenomenon has been pro- 
posed (3) it considers, in the case of a sliatly 
off center injected electron beam, some resonan- 
ce phenomena by coupling of axial and radial oscil 
lations. 

I. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 

Let us start with a schematic represen- 
tation of the linac at Saclay. The total focali- 
sing magnetic field is created by 3 sets of coils 
so that B,(total) =BI(z) + B2(z) + B (2). At the 
end of each section we have arrangzd the follo- 
wing detecting devices :l”) Two electron beam 
current monitors, (I and I ) (ferrite transformer 
or a UHF cavity de ector) 2 7 4). 2O) Two beam po- 
sition monitors (Pl and P2) consisting of four 
appropriately coupled microwave loops, descri- 
bed in detail in another paper (5). 3’) At the end 
of the last section we have an additional isola- 
ted electron beam collimator having a diameter 
of 19 mm. This allows us to obtain some infor- 
mation as to that part of our electron beam which 
leaves the accelerator at a distance 9,s mm. 
from its axis. 

The experimental data thus obtained can 
be put succinctly as follows ; keeping parameters 
Bl , B2 and all other machine parameters and es- 

pecially the injected electron beam constant, we 
observe that the beam current behaves as indicated 
below when varying (Bg) ; a) At the end of the 
first section (Eelectro s = 14 MeV) the beam cur- 
rent I1 increases rapIdly with increasing (Bg) till 
it attains a steady maximum value (Fig. la) .b) 
At the end of the second section (E 
the beam current I 

6, 

elfctro~s=2~V) 
shows a series o mar ed ma 

xina and minima ( lg. lb). c) Also at the end of 
the second section, the current collected by our 
additional collimator (I ) shows the analogous 
minima and maxima as Fi?* ose observed for I2 but 
their positions are exchanged (Fig. lc). This 
suggests the idea that the maximum current emer- 
ging from the accelerator must correspond to a 
well centered beam. This was confirmed by vi- 
sual observation of the center of gravity of a 
section of our electron beam on a scope connec- 
ted to the beam monitoring device P2 (or Pl) . We 
do in fact observe as many rotations of this cen- 
ter of gravity as there are periods on the graphs 
I2 = f ( Bg (2) ) where each maximum Ml, M2, 

M3, I%4 corresponds to a well centered and 
each minimum ll;i to a badly centered emerging 
electron beam. (Fig. 2). 

Hence we concluded that the phenomenon to 
be studied was bas’ically the rotation of the cen- 
ter of gravity of a section of the emerging acce- 
lerated electron beam, in a plane perpendicular 
to the axis of the accelerator. 

II. ORIGIN OF ROTATIONS 

Clearly these rotations are associated with 
transverse movements of the electrons consti- 
tuting the beam. Such movements, when they 
exist, cannot be solely caused by the E 
component of the TM01 mode in the acc&ikd:aat’or 
itself, since E, = 0 on the axis. In order to 
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explain such transverse electron movements, 
we therefore need either of the following : a) 
an initial distance between the accelerator 
axis and the electron itself, thus annuling 
condition E, r 0. b) an initial transverse ve- 
locity, caused by a yet tq be determined force, 
which produces an eventual divergence from 
the axis. Several sources of such initial trans- 
verse velocities exist and we shall briefly in- 
vestigate each of them. 

A/Terrestrial magnetic field. 

Let us consider electrons injected 
with an axial velocity of 0.3 c which corres 
ponds roughly to our standard operating condi- 
tions. These electrons of (20-30) KeV have to 
traverse about 10 cm before reaching Bl . This 
gives us an approximate transverse velocity of 

Vk,Q”S (rl= -+e : 3,10-3c 

But this is at least ten times smaller 
than the value required to interpret our results 
as we shall see later. 

B/ Thesadient of the axial magnetic --- 
Geld 

-------_-----~ 
---2 

Since the cathode of the electron gun 
is shielded from any exterior magnetic field, 
the emerging electrons enter suddenly into the 
region of Bl where a field of about 500-600 
Gauss exists. Applying Busch’s theorem, and 
supposing the coordinate systems of our magne- 
tic fields and our accelerated particles to coin 
tide, we find the following initial angular velo- 
city for our electrons whenentering the accele- 
rator : 

( ) $7 ;- m,&zAez -~A~).-&~(%-~) 
The tra;fsverze velocity distribution at the be- 
ginning of the accelerator shall thus be repre- 
sented by a vector velocity diagram having the 
same axial symmetry as the magnetic field 
causing it. This symmetric effect, however, 
associated with the symmetry of the TMOl 
mode existing in the accelerator, does not 
explain the nonsymmetric rotations executed 
by the center of gravity of the electron beam 
at the end of the section II. Furthermore, dis- 
regarding these symmetry considerations for a 
moment, subsequent calculations show clearly 
that all electrons entering the accelerator with 
transverse velocities greater than ( c ) do not 

%t com- emerge from the first section at all. 
paring this value with the transverse velocity 
acquired by an electron at r = 3 mm,say, due 
to the maqnetic field gradient we find : 

vtrans. f 
r=3mm 

Thus we see that only electrons having 
r (3 mm. at the entrance of the accelerator 
could possibly be considered, and even this 
possibility is to be rejected due to the above 
mentioned symmetry considerations. 

C,’ TM11 mode in input coupler. 
_----__---______--- 

It is well known that the input coupler, si- 
tuated at the entrance of a linear accelerator 
and which is supposed to convert the inccming 

mode from a rectangular waveguide into 
:E$ItfJ mode for a circular waveguide, also 
intro &es a certain amount of dissymmetry 
into the configuration of the emerging field 
(6,7). These parasitic effects have been cal- 
culated for long accelerators by R.H. Helm (8). 
The essence of’the method is the assumption 
that a second superimposed field, namely a 
TMll,mode exists having a plane of symmetry 
coinciding with the axis of the rectangular wa- 
veguide . 

This assumption corresponds with our obser- 
vations of discharge effects caused by multi- 
pa&or electrons. This multipactoring effect is 
occurring in a standing wave pattern origina- 
ting in a mismatch of the end cavities of the 
first section, On the walls of these cavities 
a succession of alternating ring discharges 
caused by such multipactor electrons can clear 
ly be seen. The odd cavities have wide dis- 
charge rings (E, direct + E, inverse) and the 
even cavities narrow rings (Ez direct - E, in- 
verse). This corresponds exactly to an axially 
symmetric standing wave pattern based on a 
TM01 mode for a phase difference of E bet- 
ween cavities (Fig. 3a). However on&e inside 
of the input coupler (Fig. 3b) we find a dis- 
charge ring without any axial symmetry but 
with a plane of symmetry passing through the 
axis of our rectangular waveguide. Such a fi- 
gure corresponds exactly to the superposition 
of the electric fields E,(r) of the normal TM01 
mode and the parasitic TM11 mode. We note 
here that this TM mode can only exist at the 
height of the inpu t1 coupler itself since the cut- 
off for the accelerator is greater than the acce- 
lerating frequency of 3000 MHz. A more detailed 
analysis of the fields involved shows clearly 
that beyond the second cavity we have a pure 

;;01 
mode and a superposition of TIvI 

\I- and 

li 
modes between the entrance of t e input 

coup er and the second cavity. 

Putting 8 = 0 as being the axis of symme- 
try of the TM11 mode, we can write approxima- 
tely for the total longitudinal electric field : 

& (5 e) = llol I, ( e, I+ krl cos~ qAej 
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But even electrons entering the acce- 
lerator exactly along the axis will be subject, 
not only to the above mentioned longitudinal 
accelerating field, but simultaneously to the 
E 
TXNI 

and E components of the same parasitic 
mo%e. We shall now try and give some 

defliite values to these new parameters. For 
the cavity adjacent to the volume (AA’) of the 
input coupler we measured the following ratio: 

[wol, + wlll]&oo 

"'~=pio(&)+ Hg(,,)~&,*Pce 
Hs,l=o l-J7 
hecq ’ 

Taking the attenuation due to the distance bet- 
ween (AA’) and the first cavity into account 
and using standard classical equations in cy- 
lindrical coordinates for modes TM 

Ell for?iIiea:,“t,‘,- 1 
Y 

we obtain finally the ratio ~~oupler ,The fol- 
action volume AA’ of the In 
lowina results also ensue : 

& ), ,= “($gLJ eNPp+]: l/5* 3 

Er(r:c,es)e ix = -jF f$J,‘(-,) 

Hr(f~O,e:Q)cHy=-j $ ?‘“‘+ggg,y--, J- 

Since the TM11 mode is strongly attenuated, 
the corresponding wavelength inside the wa- 
veguide is imaginary. Thus E, and Hy are 
90 degrees out of phase, and Ex will be in 
phase with the longitudinal field Ez(l1) and 
consequently with the field Ez(81) on the axis. 
This is confirmed by the configuration of the 
multipactor discharge ring (Fig. 3) . Further, 
from refe_rt-nce (9) we know that EOl= 80 Kilo- 
volts cm , and hence we can find E, and Hy 
for r = 0 : 
E = 5,2 KVcm 

-1 

tiy= 1,4 At m-l 
henceFE=FEx=8,3.10-;f$ 

FM=FMx=2, 8.10 
Newton 

Thus the transverse velocities acquired by 
electrons in passing through the critical in- 
teraction volume AA’ shall be approximately 
those due to the electric field alone : 
V trans = (z d tu& in good agreement 

required in the next compu- 

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS. 

A theoretical analysis of electron 
movements for electrons having a certain a- 
mount of transverse velocity at the moment of 
their injection into the accelerator, has been 
performed by means of an analogue computer. 
(10) The following set of equations has been 
solved : 

fi= 
dt* 

.&& COSCP 

dQe d'-vv 
( z- dt 1 

m = [,:& ‘/ J/2 
u 

T 

g(mlrJjz Zg $ sin Yr9-5 &.]r+eBx’ 

where m’: m,[zy $)‘/ -% 

yy= phase velocity 
The parameters Eo(z) V,(z), and B(z)= f.Bl + 
g.B2 + h.Bg (7) are fixed by the actual cons- 
truction details of the-accelerator. An increase 
of Bg(z) at all points along the axis could be 
represented by varying h between 1 and 4. 
This variation of (h) corresponds to a change 
from 300 to 1200 Gauss in the value of B(z) at 
the point where the field is a maximum. 

A/ gehaviour of a ty@cal “average electron: 

A previous analysis concerned mainly with 
longitudinal effects (11, 12, 13) caused by the 
disturbing influences of the AA’ space of the 
input coupler, before the input of the buncher 
itself has shown that we can define for each 
bunch an average electron with parameters : 

< Fpo 7 ZO j <EC’) z o~sc~(d~~~~o~d~)~~ 

Xa = Ya=O 0 

We-r& determine the transverse movements 
of such an average electron for different field 
conditions in the buncher and accelerator by 
varying (h) from 1 to 4. This corresponds to 
the actual experiment where we vary the cur- 
rent in the coils producing field $g) and obser- 
ve the path traced by the center of gravity of a 
section of the electron beam at the end of sec- 
tion I or II. We thus obtain a number of points 
corresponding to different values of (h), each 
of which represents the center of gravity of the 
beam for which the average electron has been 
defined above. Fig. 4a represents these theo- 
retical rotations calculated till the end of sec- 
tion I. These theoretical curves show a good 
agreement with the corresponding experimental 
values shown in (Fig. 4 b) . 

B/ Evolution of an ““*Lage electron beam 
cross section” ----------’ 

Let us now try to gain some insight in the 
evolution of an elementary “average electron 
beam cross section” for any given magnetic 
field configuration (f, g, h all constant). Let 
us define such an average cross section by 
means of 4 electrons situated at the periphery 
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of the electron beam section, the section it- 
self being defined by our above mentioned 
average electron. We can thus obtain, for 
any value of z, the transverse changes of 

sti an average section of the electron beam 
by drawing a circle passing as close as pos- 
sible through the 4 points representing the 
transverse movements of these four typical 
electrons. Fig .5 a shows the results of such 
a computation for h = 2 and from the entrance 
of the buncher till z = 6 m. Similar results 
are shown for h = 3 and h = 4 in Fig. 5 b and 
Fig. 5 c(Very similar to the results obtained 
for beams of non relativistic electrons (14,151 

C/ Study of individual electrons 
constitu_tag an elementary bunch. 

A previous study of the,movements 
of individual electrons contained in an ele- 
mentary bunch (12) has allowed us to deter- 
mine a set of coupled parameters ($$$ ;&c ) 
valid at the entrance of the buncher for about 
20 electrons representing an elementary bunzh. 
If we compute for each electron the transverse 
momentum & gained when passing through 
the input c&pler and consider that all our re- 
presentative electrons enter on the axis, 
(yoi = xoi = 0 for all i) , we then obtain for a 
given magnetic field configuration (h = 2, 
g = const’ant, f = constant) the theoretical 
transverse movement of each of these elec- 
trons and hence of the whole bunch itself. 
The transverse distribution of these electrons 
is shown in Fig. 6 a for the end of the first 
section and in Fig. 6 b for the end of the se- 
cond section. We can now repeat the calcu- 
lations for another set of twenty electrons en- 
tering , say, at a distance of 2 mm from the 
axis. The additional results obtained from 
Fig. 5 allow us to regard each of the final 
positions of our twenty representative elec- 
trons as the center of an average section of 
the beam. Hence by drawing the appropriate 
circles Dl = 11 mm.and D2= 14,6 mm. repre- 
senting the respective average diameters of 
the electron beam at the end of sections I and 
II, we finally obtain Fig. 6 c and Fig. 6 d, 
showing the actual average transverse exten- 
sion of the electron beam at the sites in ques- 
tion. (Numbers on Fig. 6 indicate sequence of 
arrival within a bunch of the 19 representative 
electrons). 

D/ Accelerated currents at the end 
of Sections I and II ------------2 

We now are in a position to interpret 
the electron beam current at the end of sec- 
tions I and II respectively. We have seen 
that II and 12 are both fonctlons of BZ (total) * 

Since h controls B and we have Bl and B 
constant, we can gwrite Il= F(h) and 12= 3 (h) . 
We here associate with each average electron 
(whose position is fixed in the transverse pla- 
ne as shown in Fig. 4 a) the appropriate circle 
representing the cross section of the average 
electron beam at the appropriate value of z 
as is shown in Fig. 6 c and Fig. 6 d. We thus 
obtain Fig. 7 a and Fig. 7 b where A represents 
the area corresponding to the surface of the ap- 
propriate beam diameter D (h) and A’, the hat- 
chured surface, represents the electrons which 
are intercepted by the iris itself. It follows 
from Fig. 7 a and Fig. 7 b that the actual emer- 
ging electron beam current II is given by 

11 = Io A - A’ 
A 

.This reduces. to Il= IO .$= 

= I, for all h >/ 1, 7. The final result of this 
part of our analysis can best be summarized 
by means of Fig. 8 which shows, the theore- 
tical current at the end of section I, 11 in 
full lines compared with the experimental re- 
sults shown in dotted lines. Fig. 9 shows an 
identical analysis applied to current 12 at the 
end of section II. We see that our theoretical 
results confirm and explain our experimental 
curves fairly well, and more speciflcally they 
interpret with good accuracy the interval d(h) = 

A B, separating two successive current ma- 
xima or minima. Further it becomes clear that 
the collimator at the end of section II, which 
has a smaller diameter than the one of the last 
accelerator iris, shall intercept a current (IeJ 
proportional to I, A’ . This explains the 
graph of Fig. 1 c. * 

E/ Fine structure of I (h) . 

Fig. 10 a shows three typical accelerating 
fields, E, (a)(z), E, (b)(z) and E 
beam loading), 

o (c)(z) , (with 
all along the first section. The- 

se fields replace our standard field E, (z) when 
we vary the power output of Klystron I delive- 
ring power to the buncher. Substituting any 
one of these new accelerating electric field 
parameters into our equations of motion, we 
obtain a new set of nearly identical rotations 
indicated in Fig. 10 b, the whole new set being 
slightly displaced with respect to the original 
one. Hence the law I2 (h) of Fig. 10 c which 
agrees well with the experimental values shown 
in Fig. 10 d. In fact experimental data indica- 
tes a sliding movement of the maxima as a 
function of the accelerating fields giving : 
dh max d Eoz _ 
h max Eoz 

- 0,50 + 0,lO where theore- 

tical calculations represented by Fig. 10 c 
give the value of 0,53 for the same quantity . 
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F/ Fine structure of rotations’. _--__-_------ __-_-- 

When the power supply of the coils 
creating the focalising magnetic field is not 
very stable, there appears a 50 Hz ripple on 
the B (z) field. As far as the electron pulses 
are c%rcerned, an accelerator functionning at 
508 pulses per second, synchronised withthe 
net, shall therefore exhibit 10 different va- 
lues of B (2). Thus for this given pulse rate, 
the beamgshould have 10 different transverse 
positions for any given fixed focusing field 
(f, g and h constant). This phenomenon does 
indeed occur on the scope associated with 
the position monitor. 
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Figure 5. 
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Figure 6c. Figure 6d. 
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